
BETTER THINGS

"My Left Breast"



PREVIOUSLY ON BETTER THINGS:

Sam forced her oldest daughter Max to get her driver’s 
permit. 
Sam had to pick up her middle daughter, Frankie, from school 
because Frankie used the boy's bathroom.
After Frankie and Max are mean to Sam, Rich (Sam’s closest 
male friend) and Tressa (Sam’s manager and friend) help Max 
and Frankie give Sam a glimpse of her own funeral. Duke, 
Sam's youngest daughter, is so upset at the idea of Sam 
dying, that they make it her funeral too, so she can be dead 
with her mom.
Sam lets Jeff, her best friend's ex-husband, know that even 
though he was a shitty husband, he can still be a decent 
human being now.
Max's high school graduation day was almost ruined when her 
dad flaked on her last minute. Rich took Max to the 
graduation lunch in his place.
Sam , along with her mother, Phil, Frankie and Duke performed 
a choreographed dance as a graduation gift to Max. 
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COLD OPEN

Prelap: The SOUND of a 3D mammography machine compressing.

INT. DIGITAL IMAGING LAB, HALLWAY - DAY

Sam, in a hospital gown that hangs on her like a potato sack, 
sits in a chair in the hallway, just outside of a door 
labeled, “Mammogram 1”.

SAM
(shouts into the room)

Everything going okay in there, Phil?

INT. DIGITAL IMAGING LAB, MAMMOGRAM ROOM 1 - DAY

Phil (Sam’s mother) stands uncomfortably against a 
mammography machine. A pretty blonde TECHNICIAN (20s) presses 
a button on the machine that compresses the breast trays even 
tighter.

Phil takes a deep breath and winces in pain.

PHIL
I can’t talk right now, darling.

HALLWAY

Sam leans back and shouts in again.

SAM
(shouting in)

I swear it hurts worse every year.

Phil appears in the hallway, scaring Sam who jolts up.

PHIL
Your turn.

MAMMOGRAM ROOM 1

Sam walks into the room. The Technician smiles at Sam, then 
removes an extra large tray from the mammography machine. She 
walks to a shelf with a variety of tray sizes ranging from 
large refrigerator drawer size to tea cup size. 

Sam waits awkwardly as the Technician places the extra large 
tray on the shelf. She looks back at Sam, casually assessing 
her breast size. Sam looks down at her own breasts.

The Technician grabs the tea cup size tray from the shelf and 
carries it over to the mammography machine.



SAM
Well that was a little obvious.

TECHNICIAN
What?

SAM
I got my mother’s eyes, my father’s 
boobs.

The Technician laughs.

TECHNICIAN
Step up to the machine, please.

Sam steps up. The technician struggles to lift Sam’s breast 
onto the mammography slab. 

The Technician hits a button and the tiny tray lowers, 
compressing with the slab.

SAM
(in pain)

Please tell me the screening for 
testicular cancer involves balls in a 
vice.

TECHNICIAN
(laughing)

Afraid not.

SAM
Well that’s just not fair.

She suddenly winces in pain.

SAM
Ooh! I think she’s good. Yeah, she’s 
not going anywhere.

INT. WAITING AREA/LOCKER ROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Sam and Phyllis sit in the waiting area, still in their 
hospital gowns. A NURSE walks in with two charts in her hand.

NURSE
Phyllis, you can get changed now.

SAM
What about me?

NURSE
Dr. Akshani wants you to have a breast 
ultrasound.
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SAM
Why?

PHIL
What for?

NURSE
The doctor wasn’t happy with your left 
breast--

SAM
Believe me, she wasn’t too happy with 
him either. 

NURSE
We’d just like to do a quick 
ultrasound to follow up.

INT. ULTRASOUND ROOM - DAY

Sam lies on her back, watching as the ULTRASOUND TECHNICIAN 
(40s) squirts lubricant on her.

SAM
Ooh, that’s nice and warm. I should 
take some of that home with me.

ULTRASOUND TECHNICIAN
I do.

Sam laughs - awkward.

The Ultrasound Technician begins the breast examination.

ULTRASOUND TECHNICIAN
Let me know if I apply too much 
pressure.

SAM
Are you kidding? This is a cakewalk 
compared to that nipple squeezing 
torture device in there.

The Ultrasound Technician gets quiet as she saves images and 
continues scanning.

SAM
What? What is it? You find something?

ULTRASOUND TECHNICIAN
The doctor will have to go over the 
results with you.
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SAM
Geez, that doesn’t sound good.

Awkward silence. Sam looks at her, expecting a correction. 
The Ultrasound Technician avoids eye contact as she captures 
a few more images.

Sam stares up at the ceiling, listening to the clicking of 
the images being captured.

OPENING TITLE SEQUENCE
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ACT ONE

INT. SAM’S HOUSE, FRONT ENTRYWAY - DAY

Sam and Phil walk in the front door. Frankie leans over the 
railing at the top of the staircase.

FRANKIE
Did you know that radiation from a 
mammogram is probably just as likely 
to give you cancer as it is to test 
for it?

SAM
That’s not true.

PHIL
Well, your mother already has cancer.

SAM
That’s not true either. Jesus, Phil!

Duke walks out of her room.

DUKE
What’s going on?

FRANKIE
Mom’s got cancer.

DUKE
What?

Duke bursts into tears as she runs down the stairs to Sam.

SAM
No! I don’t.

Sam crouches down to hold and comfort Duke.

SAM
I don’t have cancer, sweetie. There’s 
nothing to worry about.

PHIL
Well, you’ve got a lump in your 
breast.

SAM
Jesus, Phil, will you shut the fuck 
up. You know what, go home!

Sam opens the front door and pushes Phil out. 
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PHIL
Sam--

Sam slams the door in her face.

UPSTAIRS

Max opens her door and walks out of her room.

MAX
Harvey broke up with Paisley, and he 
wants me to go out with him again, but 
wouldn’t that... like make me a bad 
friend... even though she did the same 
thing to me?

Sam, Frankie and Duke all stare at her in silence. She 
finally becomes aware that Duke is upset.

MAX
What? What’s going on?

FRANKIE
Mom has cancer.

MAX
Mom?

SAM
No...

Max rushes down the stairs. Frankie follows.

FRANKIE
Do you really have a lump?

SAM
(imitating Arnold 
Schwartzenegger)

It’s not a tumor.

MAX
Mom, seriously.

SAM
They found little calcium deposits. 
It’s a common thing, almost always 
nothing.

MAX
(concerned)

Almost always?
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FRANKIE
Did you know thinking about your 
death, can actually make you sick? 
This is what happens when you make 
your family have fake funerals for 
you.

(points to her temple)
It’s the power of the mind.

DUKE
(hysterical)

Then I’m gonna have cancer too!?

Sam holds Duke and looks down at Frankie over Duke’s 
shoulder.

SAM
Nice job, Frankie.

FRANKIE
Please, she’s a better actress than 
you are.

Duke stops crying in an instant. She turns to Frankie and 
pushes her.

DUKE
Shut-up, Frankie!

Duke storms upstairs. Frankie rolls her eyes and walks out of 
the room.

MAX
Are you gonna be okay?

SAM
Sweetie, it’s nothing.

MAX
Can I go with you to your biopsy?

Sam smiles and nods.

SAM
If you drive me...

MAX
Mom... no. 

SAM
That way it won’t matter whether or 
not I have cancer because we’ll die on 
the way there.
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MAX
Mom...

Silence.

SAM
You’re not laughing? You don’t think 
that’s funny?

Max shakes her head.

SAM
Which part? The cancer part or the you 
afraid of driving part?

MAX
Both.

Sam puts her hands on Max’s shoulders and gives Max her best 
“Don’t worry” look.

INT. DINER - DAY

Sam and Tressa sit at a table. Tressa has her cellphone to 
her ear, listening and nodding as Sam looks at the menu.

Tressa looks up. Sam gives her a “Hurry the fuck up” shrug.

Tressa shakes her head and motions a mouth blabbering with 
her hand.

A WAITRESS (50s) fills Sam’s coffee.

WAITRESS
We ready to order?

SAM
Well, one of us is.

WAITRESS
I’ll be right back.

TRESSA
(into phone)

Okay, I’ll talk to her and get back to 
you.

Tressa gives Sam a look of impatience. Sam stares back hard 
and agitated.

TRESSA
Okay... yep... uh-huh...

Tressa hangs up.
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TRESSA
Sorry.

SAM
You should be. I’m starving.

TRESSA
You available for a last minute 
audition tomorrow. It’s--

SAM
No.

TRESSA
You don’t even want to hear what or 
who it’s for?

SAM
No.

Sam signals to the waitress.

SAM
I’ve got a doctor’s appointment.

TRESSA
Are you sick?

SAM
No. It’s not a big deal. I have to 
have a biopsy on my left breast.

TRESSA
Shit. Are you serious?

SAM
Yeah, it’s nothing. I go in tomorrow 
morning; they stick a needle in, pull 
out some calcium deposits, make sure 
they’re not cancerous, end of story.

TRESSA
Oh yeah, sure, end of story. No big 
deal.

SAM
Where the hell is our waitress?

TRESSA
It’s a big deal, Sam. When do you get 
the results?

SAM
The next day.
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TRESSA
You’ll call and tell me?

SAM
No.

Tressa smirks at her.

SAM
Yes, I’ll call and tell you.

Sam waves at the waitress.

SAM
Please, I’m dying over here!

Tressa smirks.

TRESSA
You’re the worst.

Sam sips her coffee. 

SAM
Getting old sucks.

TRESSA
Well, I’ve heard not getting old sucks 
worse.

SAM
Oh, way to take it there. You’re the 
worst.

TRESSA
(relenting)

Odds are, it’s nothing to be worried 
about.

Sam nods. A look of worry colors her face for the first time 
since getting the mammogram results.

INT. SAM’S HOUSE, KITCHEN - MORNING

Sitting at the table, Duke eats and watches TV.

Max walks in and grabs a few slices of bacon off a plate on 
the counter.

Sam grabs a slice of bacon, turns off the TV and sits next to 
Duke who groans at the loss of her morning TV.

DUKE
Ughhhh...
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SAM
Eat quickly. Uncle Jeff’ll be here 
soon to take you to school.

Duke quickly shovels the rest of her breakfast into her 
mouth.

SAM
Frankie?!

Sam gets up and walks out.

INT. SAM'S HOUSE, STAIRWAY

Sam walks upstairs.

SAM
Frankie? Hurry up and come eat.

No response.

SAM
Frankie?

INT. FRANKIE’S ROOM

Sam pushes the door open slowly to find Frankie standing in 
front of her mirror wrapping a bandage around her chest.

Frankie turns and sees Sam.

FRANKIE
Mom? Privacy, please.

Sam sits on the bed. Frankie quickly throws on a shirt and 
buttons it.

SAM
What are you doing, baby?

FRANKIE
I don’t want them to grow anymore.

SAM
I don’t think you can stop ‘em.

FRANKIE
I read that the larger your breasts 
are, the more tissue you have to risk 
cancer.

SAM
Well I guess that’s good news for me.
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FRANKIE
It’s not fair. Why do women have to 
have all the hard stuff?

SAM
Because we’re strong enough to survive 
it.

Frankie sighs, unsatisfied with this answer.

EXT. SAM'S HOUSE, FRONT YARD - MORNING

Sam stands in the driveway watching as Jeff, Frankie, Duke 
and Sorrow (Jeff’s daughter) roll the trash and recycling 
cans to the street.

SAM
Thanks, guys.

JEFF
You sure you don’t need me to check on 
you this afternoon?

SAM
Oh god, don’t you make a big deal of 
this too. It’s basically a routine 
thing.

JEFF
I remember when my mom had a biopsy. 
It turned out to be nothing, but she 
was in a lot of pain afterward.

SAM
Okay well, thanks for making me feel 
as old as your mom. And the girls are 
gonna be late.

Jeff hugs her then turns to the girls.

JEFF
Load em up! Move em out!

Sorrow gets in the car. Frankie and Duke run and hug Sam.

DUKE
Bye, mom. I love you. I hope we don’t 
have cancer.

SAM
Me too, sweetie.

She kisses Duke on the forehead. 
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FRANKIE
The number of biopsies performed on 
women your age doubled last year, but 
the number of positive results stayed 
the same. That means they’re just 
being overly cautious or maybe trying 
to get more money from insurance 
companies, but either way you’re 
probably getting everyone worried over 
nothing.

SAM
(defensive)

I’m not getting anyone worried. I know 
it’s no big deal.

FRANKIE
Exactly.

Despite her confident words, Frankie looks worried. She gives 
Sam a tight hug.

SAM
I’ll see you after school.

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

EXT. SAM’S HOUSE, FRONT YARD - MOMENTS LATER

Sam sits in the passenger side of the van with the door open 
and her feet propped on the door. 

Max walks out of the house. She walks toward the van, notices 
Sam in the passenger seat and stops. 

They stare silently at each other. After a few beats, Max 
shakes her head.

SAM
Fine.

Sam gets out and walks to the driver’s side. Max gets in the 
passenger seat.

INT. EXAM ROOM - DAY

Max sits in a chair by the wall. Sam sits pressed against a 
machine in a contorted position as if her left breast got 
sucked into a hole the rest of her body couldn’t fit into. 
Her left arm and chin rest on an arm of the machine.

PENNY, a nurse/technician, stands beside her with her hand on 
her shoulder.

PENNY
After I take a few images, Dr. Akshani 
is going to inject you with a numbing 
agent--

SAM
Oh good, could I have that now?

PENNY
Let me take some images first so we 
know we’re all lined up. Then once we 
numb your breast, we’ll insert the 
needle, draw out a sample of the 
calcifications--

SAM
Then I go home?

PENNY
First, we’ll need to make sure the 
sample is large enough to test. Then 
lastly, we’re going to put a little 
titanium chip in your breast to mark 
the area that was tested.
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SAM
I’m going to have a titanium titty?

PENNY
It’s a very small chip, won’t even set 
off airport security.

Penny walks to the monitors that control the machine. Max can 
still see her, but Sam can’t turn her head that far.

The machine makes noises as images are collected.

SAM
(uncomfortable)

What’s she doing?

MAX
Watching TV?

SAM
That’s what I thought.

PENNY
Almost done.

One last scan, then silence.

PENNY
Okay, I’m going to get Dr. Akshani 
now. 

Penny walks out.

SAM
Great, I’ll finally get to meet this 
asshole who apparently hates my left 
breast.

Max chuckles.

MAX
You okay?

SAM
Yeah.

Penny walks back in with DR. AKSHANI, a beautiful woman in 
her early 40s.

DR. AKSHANI
Ms. Fox? I’m Dr. Akshani.
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SAM
Hello... I would shake your hand, but 
both my arms are asleep at this point.

DR. AKSHANI
Penny explained the procedure to you?

SAM
Yeah, I stopped listening after 
numbing, but yeah.

DR. AKSHANI
Well, let’s get you numb then.

Max watches as Penny fills a syringe with a clear liquid. 

Penny hands it to the Doctor.

DR. AKSHANI
Okay, you’re going to feel a little 
pressure.

The large machine hides everything happening on the left side 
of Sam’s body. Even Max can’t see what they’re doing at this 
point, but she does see Sam holding her breath in pain.

SAM
In what language is a needle stabbing 
through my skin considered pressure?

DR. AKSHANI
In doctor language.

Sam smiles.

SAM
Oh, well now I like you, dammit.

PENNY
Okay, we’re going to start the biopsy 
now, and hopefully we’ll be done in a 
snap.

Penny and Dr. Akshani huddle behind the monitors. Sam sits 
uncomfortably as the sound of a small compressor begins. 

DR. AKSHANI
The needle is in place now. Do you 
feel it?

SAM
I don’t think so.
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Sam and Max hold eye contact as the sound of the compressor 
murmurs to a stop.

Penny grabs a blue tray from under Sam’s left side and 
carries it out of the room.

DR. AKSHANI
She’s going to check the sample and as 
long as there’s enough for us to test, 
we’ll chip you and send you home.

MAX
Like a dog?

SAM
Yes, Max, just like a dog. So if I 
ever try to run away, you’ll always be 
able to find me.

Penny comes back in the room with a sad look on her face. She 
and Dr. Akshani huddle behind the monitors again. 

Sam looks to Max. Max watches them as they whisper. She gives 
Sam a “doesn’t look good” face.

Sam sighs.

Dr. Akshani walks back around to Sam.

SAM
Chip and go?

DR. AKSHANI
(sympathetic)

I’m afraid we didn’t get a large 
enough sample.

SAM
Oh.

Dr. Akshani takes a moment to choose her words.

DR. AKSHANI
Your breasts are... relatively small--

SAM
Really? Growing up in Hollywood, I’ve 
never been told that before.

DR. AKSHANI
(polite laugh)

We’re having to use a smaller needle, 
and it just wasn’t able to draw in a 
large enough sample.
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Sam nods.

DR. AKSHANI
So we’ll try again.

SAM
Okay.

Dr. Akshani and Penny huddle behind the monitors again. Sam 
looks at Max again as the sound of the small compressor 
starts and stops again.

MOMENTS LATER

Penny enters with the blue tray, shaking her head. Sam huffs, 
knowing exactly what that means this time.

She looks at Max, who is busy texting on her phone, and huffs 
again.

MOMENTS LATER

The sound of the small compressor whirs up again. Sam groans.

SAM
Ugh! I think the numbing stuff wore 
off. Holy shit!

Max stands up now. She walks to Sam and puts her hand on her 
arm.

MOMENTS LATER

Penny walks back in with the same blue tray and the same 
disappointed expression.

SAM
Fuck! You’re definitely not my 
favorite person today, Penny!

Sam throws her head back in disgust. 

DR. AKSHANI
The size of your breast is smaller 
than the average--

SAM
Yeah, we’ve covered that. Keep 
bringing it up and there definitely 
won’t be a second date.

Dr. Akshani steps out from behind her monitors and walks to 
Sam’s right side, so Sam can see her.
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DR. AKSHANI
I’m sorry, but if we used a larger 
needle, it would be too close to your 
chest wall, but the opening is so 
small, it’s not able to draw in a 
large enough sample unless we’re lined 
up perfectly. And the numbing agent is 
actually pushing the sample into the 
chest wall--

SAM
Then fuck it. Don’t numb me again. 
Let’s just do it.

MAX
Mom?

DR. AKSHANI
Are you sure?

PENNY
Do you need a break?

SAM
Can I have a break? I can’t even tell 
if I have arms and legs anymore, so if 
I could get a small break and move 
around--

DR. AKSHANI
You can, but we would have to start 
over, getting new images to get the 
needle lined up again--

SAM
So that’s a no. Thanks for giving me 
false hope there, Penny!

Sam takes a deep breath.

SAM
Okay, no numbing. Just jab that needle 
in and let’s do this.

Penny and Dr. Akshani move behind the monitors. Max squeezes 
Sam’s hand.

MAX
You got this, Mom.

The compressor starts. Sam breathes deep and exhales slowly - 
this fucking hurts! 
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Max watches Sam’s face, sensing her pain as she exhales. 
Tears stream down Max’s cheeks.

The compressor stops. Sam sighs in relief. 

Penny grabs the blue tray and rushes out of the room.

MAX
You were very brave, Mom.

SAM
Thank you, sweetie. I’m glad I have 
you here with me.

MAX
Really?

SAM
Yeah.

MAX
A few months ago, I would’ve called 
Dad to let him know what was 
happening.

SAM
But not now?

MAX
No.

SAM
No...

Sam and Max turn to the door as it slowly opens.

SAM
Penny, if you come in here shaking 
your head again, I’m gonna rip my tit 
right out of this machine and come 
kick your ass.

Penny steps cautiously into the room. She stands there 
apologetically.

PENNY
I’m sorry.

MAX
Is this a joke?

DR. AKSHANI
I’m sorry. It’s just that with the 
size--
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MAX
Yeah, size of the needle, size of her 
breast! We get it.

SAM
So what’s next?

DR. AKSHANI
We’ll monitor every few months. As 
long as it doesn’t get any larger, you 
should be fine. If we see growth, 
we’ll remove it, but we’ll discuss 
that if it becomes a reality.

SAM
So now, chip and go?

DR. AKSHANI
No chip.

SAM
I don’t even get my chip?

DR. AKSHANI
If you really want one--

SAM
Get me out of this damn thing, Penny.

MOMENTS LATER

Sam sits, reclined. Penny holds an ice pack on her left 
breast. 

Sam squeezes her fingers and toes, trying to regain 
sensation. 

PENNY
You’ll be sore for awhile. If there’s 
someone at home who can massage your 
breast...

Sam looks up at Max, pleading. Max shakes her head and 
laughs, uncomfortably.

INT/EXT. VAN/PARKING GARAGE - DAY

Sam and Max walk toward the van. 

SAM
So what’d you decide about Harvey and 
Paisley?
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MAX
Mom, I don’t even care about that 
right now.

(beat)
I can’t believe how brave you were.

Max reaches out like she’s going to hold Sam’s hand, but 
instead she grabs the car keys.

Max unlocks the car and opens the driver’s side door. Sam 
watches as Max climbs into the driver’s seat. 

Sam gets in the front passenger seat and puts on her seat 
belt.

Max turns the ignition on. Sam smiles at her.

Max puts the car in drive. She starts to pull forward, then 
slams on the brakes as a car whizzes by in front of them.

SAM
You got this, Max.

Max nods and takes a deep breath. She exhales slowly as she 
looks both ways and pulls forward.

END OF ACT TWO
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TAG

INT. SAM’S HOUSE, FRONT ENTRYWAY/LIVING ROOM - DAY

Phil, Frankie and Duke along with Sam’s friends (Tressa, 
Jeff, Rich, Sunny, Macy) all stand suddenly as they hear the 
front door open.

Max and Sam walk in.

DUKE
Mom!

Duke rushes to hug Sam, who is too sore to give her more than 
a half hug back. Sam looks around at the room full of people.

SAM
What are you all doing here?

RICH
Max texted us. Why didn’t you tell me?

SAM
I didn’t want to make a big deal out 
of it.

TRESSA
You’ll have the results by tomorrow?

Sam shakes her head.

SAM
Nope. No results. They weren’t able to 
complete the biopsy, so we’re just 
going to monitor it.

PHIL
That makes no sense. Why didn’t they 
complete the biopsy?

MAX
Mom’s boobs were too small for them to 
use the right size needle.

PHIL
Oh.

Silence. No one wants to laugh. They really, really, really 
don’t want to laugh, but...

They all do, including Sam. Frankie, Duke and Max hug Sam as 
the laughter continues until we...

FADE OUT.
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